We present a graph grammar based type inference system for a totally graphic development language. NiMo (Nets in Motion) can be seen as a graphic equivalent to Haskell that acts as an on-line tracer and debugger. Programs are process networks that evolve giving total visibility of the execution state, and can be interactively completed, changed or stored at any step. In such a context, type inference must be incremental. During the net construction or modification only type safe connections are allowed. The user visualizes the type information evolution and, in case of conflict, can easily identify the causes. Though based on the same ideas, the type inference system has significant differences with its analogues in functional languages. Process types are a non-trivial generalization of functional types to handle multiple outputs, partial application in any order, and curried-uncurried coercion. Here we present the elements to model graphical inference, the notion of structural and non-structural equivalence of type graphs, and a graph unification and composition calculus for typing nets in an incremental way.
Introduction
The data flow view of lazy functional programs as process networks was first introduced in [1]. The graphical representation of functions as processes and infinite lists as non-bounded channels helps to understand the program overall behaviour. The net architecture shows bi-dimensionally the chains of function compositions, exhibits implicit parallelism, and back arrows give an insight into the recurrence relations between the new results and those already calculated. The graphic execution model that the net animation suggests was the outset of the NiMo language design, whose initial version was presented in [2] . It was completely defined with graph grammars and implemented in the graph transformation system AGG [3] . This first prototype NiMoAGG showed the feasibility of a graphical equivalent for Miranda or Haskell, also fully graphically executable. A small set of graphic elements allows dealing with higher order, partial application, non-strict evaluation, and type inference with parametric polymorphism.
As the net represents the code and its computation graph at the same time, users have total visibility of the execution internals in a comprehensible model. Partially defined nets can be executed, dynamically completed or modified and stored at any step, enabling incremental development on the fly. Execution steps can also be undone, acting as an on line tracer and debugger where everything can be dynamically modified, even the evaluation policy. In the current version, five modes of increasing activity can be globally or locally assigned to each process, thus allowing to increase parallelism, reduce channel size (number of elements) and synchronize subnets. Symbolic execution is also admitted. The execution model is defined in [4] .
In this context, where incompleteness does not inhibit execution, editing a program is a discontinuous process with execution intervals where code evolves up to the next interaction; hence type inference is by necessity incremental. On the other hand, in NiMo there is no textual code at all. Programs are graphs whose nodes are interfaces of processes or data. Interfaces are graphic tokens with typed in/out ports. Net construction equates to building a bi-dimensional term, where sub-expressions are like puzzle pieces that can be pairwise connected in any order if their shapes fit (both port types unify), thus ensuring type safeness by construction. In the first version, static inference was partial in presence of polymorphism. Now the full type information of each interface port is carried up by means of a second kind of graphs, and updated with each connection. Users can visualize the type information evolution and realize why a connection is rejected. Though based on the same principles, the inference system has significant differences with its functional analogues. Besides being graphical and incremental, the data flow ingredient imposes coping with multiple-output processes and curried-uncurried interpretation of multiple inputs, partial application in any order and partial disconnection for multiple outputs. In the current version this is admitted even in HO parameters. Hence, a process type is a non-trivial generalization of a functional type. The current inference system was also firstly defined with graph grammars [5] and implemented in AGG, since the graph transformation approach is the natural framework to formalize actions in NiMo. They are all subnet transformations, and so is the type inference process as well.
Here we present the type inference system of NiMoToons; the NiMo environment (overviewed in [6] ). Graphical typing and incremental inference are described using a textual denotation for type graphs. A type graph unifier operator and a net typing calculus are intended to bridge the gap with the underlying formalism in terms of graph transformation rules. The paper is organized as follows: the next section introduces the syntax and main constructions of NiMo 1 . Section 3 presents the graphical representation of types, their interpretation in a textual notation, and the differences between process and function types. Section 4 defines the notion of structural and non-structural equivalence of type descriptors and unification in both cases. Section 5 covers net typing. A set of port connection and composition operators is the basis for the incremental component type
